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PPR Plastic Fitting Long Pipe Bend 

You are welcomed to come to our factory to buy 

the latest selling, low price, and high-quality PPR 

Plastic Fitting Long Pipe Bend, Besta looks 

forward to cooperating with you. PPR long pipe 

bend made of PPR pipe, can produce with different 

thickness, because pipe has different thickness, it 

need connect with PPR fitting, and use as a bridge 

over cross. 

 

 

Product Description 

Besta is not only a PPR Plastic Fitting Long Pipe Bend factory but also a mould maker with 

more than 10 years experience in China. We have full range of PPR pipes and fittings. Main 

products include PPR pipe, PPR fittings, PPR plastic ball valve, PPR brass ball valve,PPR 

stop valve, PPR check valve, PPR manifolds, and we also make plastic injection moulds for 

export.Our product with good design, perfect surface,standard size, imported material, and 

cheaper price, if you are interested, we hope we can discuss for future cooperation. We are 

now seeking foreign agent for our ppr products and mould agent, if you are interesting, please 

contact me to discuss. PPR long pipe bend made of PPR pipe, can produce with different 

thickness, because pipe has different thickness, it need connect with PPR fitting, and use as a 

bridge over cross. 

 

 

About PPR Plastic Fitting Long Pipe Bend 

PPR long pipe bend size weight:g pcs/ctn 
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Parameter of PPR Plastic Fitting Long Pipe Bend 

Material: 100%new raw material,  R200P or RA140E or specify material 

Color: green, dark green, grey, white or specify color 
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Standard: ISO15874-3  ,GB/T18742-3 

Quality control: ISO9001 

OEM: Avaliable / product brand is changable 

Packing: with inner bag packing, then with standard export carton packing 

Delivery time: about 25days for one 20ft, 30days for 40ft container 

Payment terms: By T/T or LC at sight 

FOB loading port: Ningbo or Shanghai, China 

Quality guarantee: 50years 

 

 


